Diagrams for comprehensive molecular orbital-based chemical reaction analyses: reactive orbital energy diagrams.
Reactive orbital energy diagrams are presented as a tool for comprehensively performing orbital-based reaction analyses. The diagrams rest on the reactive orbital energy theory, which is the expansion of conceptual density functional theory (DFT) to an orbital energy-based theory. The orbital energies on the intrinsic reaction coordinates of fundamental reactions are calculated by long-range corrected DFT, which is confirmed to provide accurate orbital energies of small molecules, combining with a van der Waals (vdW) correlation functional, in order to examine the vdW effect on the orbital energies. By analysing the reactions based on the reactive orbital energy theory using these accurate orbital energies, it is found that vdW interactions significantly affect the orbital energies in the initial reaction processes and that more than 70% of reactions are determined to be initially driven by charge transfer, while the remaining structural deformation (dynamics)-driven reactions are classified into identity, cyclization and ring-opening, unimolecular dissociation, and H2 reactions. The reactive orbital energy diagrams, which are constructed using these results, reveal that reactions progress so as to delocalize the occupied reactive orbitals, which are determined as contributing orbitals and are usually not HOMOs, by hybridizing the unoccupied reactive orbitals, which are usually not LUMOs. These diagrams also raise questions about conventional orbital-based diagrams such as frontier molecular orbital diagrams, even for the well-established interpretation of Diels-Alder reactions.